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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper aims at improving the system which is submitted to the shared task on Sentiment Analysis in Indian Languages (SAIL2015) at 

MIKE 2015. In this work the tweets are classified into three polarity category namely positive, negative and neutral. Twitter data of three 

languages namely Tamil, Hindi and Bengali are already provided by SAIL 2015 task organizers as we have participated in the contest. 

Recurrent neural network is used for analyzing the sentiment in the tweets. The system performs well for recurrent neural network when 

compared with the system submitted to the shared task as the accuracy of the system had increased. This is due to the fact that the 

recurrent neural network concentrates more on language specific feature. In training, the recurrent neural network tries to learn based on 

the error that are generated as intermediate output. By this way the network seeks to pursue sentiment oriented feature which improves in 

analyzing the sentiments on tweets. We have obtained a state accuracy for the proposed system, where we achieved an accuracy of 88%, 

72.01% and 65.16% for Tamil, Hindi and Bengali languages respectively for SAIL 2015 dataset. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
  
Sentiment analysis is an improving and exciting field in language processing area, as sentiment plays a 

very important role in day to day life. Every individual depends on others opinion for many activities such 

as getting things from a shop, for watching movies etc. Such opinion or reviews are regularly commented 

on social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Google plus etc. Every individual are into social media for 

socializing with old friends, getting new friends and to entertain themselves. Social media are providing 

support for many companies such as Marketing, Sales, Advertising etc. Hence many companies are into 

social media in search of new customers for buying their product, knowing about the opinions of 

customers such that to improve the product based on the expectation of customers. The social media 

provide a wealthy textual data which contain many hidden information or opinion about the product to 

leverage for a fierce edge. For example, the marketers will riddle the big amount of social media 

information to find and information and interesting patterns, understand what their competitors area unit 

doing and also the means the trade is dynamic, and use the findings and improved understanding to 

attain competitive advantage against their competitors [1].Resolution makers use the textual information 

for improving their product and to enhance the business effectiveness based on the opinion that are 

extracted from the social media sites. Hence, mining the social medial information holds a very important 

role and it is necessary. Many companies are into this field for improving their product and to customizing 

it. 

 

Mining the sentiment from social media is a challenging task as many unpretentious words are seen 

recurrently. This is due to fact that these opinions are not from experts and are from common people 

especially native speaker. Generally the opinion of a customer about a product or a movie is expressed in 

a chatty way. The opinion may also contains abbreviations, emoticons, idioms, with many grammatical 

fallacy. Emoticons are portrayal of body language in text based message [2].Emoticons plays an important 

role in expressing the opinions. Many kinds of emoticons are available. These are used in places where the 

opinions are to be expressed with minimum number of words. For example, in Twitter one should express 

their opinion within 140 characters. So in most of the tweets emoticons plays a vital role. For analyzing the 

tweets, one should know how the emoticons are used and how one emoticons are different from others. 

An ample amount of work has been done in past few years in the field of analyzing the sentiment.  

 
RELATED WORKS 
 

In recent years, the sentimental analyzing work has been turned towards social media text. Now analyzing 

the sentiment on social media text is an emerging field where, many companies are much interested in 

knowing about their product outcome. Sruthi et al., proposed a frame work for classifying the sentiment 

using a competitive layer neural network where the polarity of the text are classified into positive negative 

and neutral [3]. Ouyang, Xi, et al. suggested a method for analyzing sentiment using word2vec and 

convolution neural network. In this work 7 layer architecture model is applied for word2vec and 

convolution neural network for analyzing the sentence level sentiment [4]. Severyn et al. developed a new 

model in convolution neural network from an unsupervised method to a supervised method for initializing 

its parameter weight so as to improve the network [5]. Chintala et al. explores the unconventional 

approach using neural network for analyzing the sentiment of movie and sentence polarity [6].  Dos Santos 

et al. proffer a new deep convolution neural network for performing sentimental analysis in short text 

where character to sentence level information is exploited [7]. Sharma et al. proposed a method for 
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analyzing the sentiment using back propagation artificial neural network (BPANN). In this work along with 

BPANN, it uses domain knowledge which are available in sentiment lexicon [8].  Kang et al. presented an 

improvised Naïve Bayes algorithm for classifying the sentiments that are collected from a restaurant. 

These data are classified into positive and negative using a senti-lexicon where the gap between the 

positive and negative reviews is narrow down [9].Rao, Yanghui et al. offered two opinion topic framework 

to examine the sentimental analysis of the readers [10]. Mittal et al. suggested an approach for analyzing 

the sentiment on Hindi language where the Hindi SentiWordNet plays a vital role. Discourse and negation 

rule are taken into account for analyzing the Hindi sentiment [11]. Balamurali et al. explained a new 

approach to cross lingual sentiment analysis using wordnet senses as feature. This is a supervised 

sentiment classification which is used for Hindi and Marathi languages [12].  Kumar et al. presented an 

approach for classifying sentiment in Indian languages with the support of distributional thesaurus and 

sentence level co-occurrences [13].   In the work of Yadev et al., they suggested a sentiment analyzing 

system for health news where it is classified into positive, negative and neutral. Here for a faster 

processing, neural network is used to train the system [14].  Pooja et al. uses the Hindi SentiWordNet for 

evaluating the sentiment from Hindi movie review. Synset replacement algorithm is used in finding the 

polarity of words which is associated with Hindi SentiWordNet[15]. Kamal et al. participated in Sentiment 

analysis in Indian languages (SAIL) contest for Hindi and Bengali languages. They classified the tweets 

based on Multinomial Naïve Bayes where an accuracy of 50.75% and 41.20% for Hindi and Bengali 

respectively [16].  For Hindi opinion mining system (HOMS) Jha et al., uses Naïve Bayes classifier for 

exploring the sentiment in Hindi movies as positive, negative and neutral. They also used POS tagging in 

which adjective is used for mining the opinions [17]. Sanjanasri in her work develop a computational 

framework for supervised Tamil document classification. She claim RKS can be effectively alternate to the 

kernel for a classifiers [18]. Vinithra et al. in their work they focus on mining the feeling in microblogging 

site, Twitter. Here, R tool is utilized for examining the factual information [19]. Sachin et al. participated in 

Sentiment analysis in Indian languages (SAIL) contest where the tweets are classified into three polarity 

using Regularized least square method [20]. In our previous work, Naïve Bayes algorithm is used for 

classifying the tweets into positive, negative and neutral [21]. Reshma et al. in their work, they proposed a 

classification method for classifying unstructured data [22].  Arunselvan et al in their work, Tamil movie 

reviews are classified into positive and negative using the word frequency as one of the feature. An 

accuracy of 65% is obtained for feature frequency count [23]. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Sequence of the proposed system 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

The flow diagram of the proposed system is shown in the [Fig. 1]. As this system is an improvement of SAIL 2015, 

the training and testing data are given by the contest. The next step is preprocessing where the tweet id given in the 

input data are removed and are given to RNN system. Finally the tweets are classified into positive, negative and 

neutral using RNN. The system is iterated for 1000 times and the accuracy of the system is measure through F-

score measure. 

 

Input Data 
 
This system is for improving the SAIL system. The Input of the system is already provided by the SAIL 2015 contest, 

as we participated in the contest. The data provided by the SAIL contest is used without any changein the size of the 

dataset.  Both the training, development and testing data are provided earlier. SAIL is a contest mainly for Indian 

researchers to work on automatic sentiment analysis for improving the NLP towards Indian languages. In this 

contest, three main Indian languages are taken into account namely, Tamil, Hindi and Bengali. The count of training 

and testing data for each language is given in the [Table 1]. 

 

 
Preprocessing  

 

In Data mining preprocessing plays a vital role. Due to proper preprocessing, accuracy of the system can be 
improved [24].  Generally, quality of the data is based on the good preprocessing [3]. The input data consist of tweet 

id and the tweets. In training data, the tweets are provided in three different files with the name of the respective 
labels. The tweet id are removed from those files with the corresponding label are provided along with the tweet 
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separated by comma. All the files are combined to form a single file. This file is given as input to the RNN system. 
[Table 2] shows the tweets before and after preprocessing. 

 
 

Table 1: Detailed description of Training and Testing data provided by the SAIL 2015 contest 

 

Languages Training Data Test Data 

Positive Negative Neutral 

Tamil 387 316 400 560 

Hindi 168 545 493 467 

Bengali 277 354 368 500 

 
 

Table 2: Tweets before and after preprocessing 
 

 

S.No Before Preprocessing After Preprocessing 

1 5,08784E+17

 இந்தநிமிடத்ததமுதையாகப்

பயன்படுத்தும்பபாதுஇன்தையநா

தைமுதையாகப்பயன்படுத்திக்ககா

ை்கிபைாம். இனியகாதைவணக்கம்... 

http://t.co/lg8X53FJMQ 

Positive, 

இந்தநிமிடத்ததமுதையாகப்ப

யன்படுத்தும்பபாதுஇன்தைய

நாதைமுதையாகப்பயன்படுத்

திக்ககாை்கிபைாம். 

இனியகாதைவணக்கம்... 

http://t.co/lg8X53FJMQ 

2 508708022852796416

 सच्चाईकोअपनानाआसाननह ीं...दुननयाभरसे

झगडाकरनापडताहै 

Negative, 

सच्चाईकोअपनानाआसाननह ीं...दुननयाभरसेझ

गडाकरनापडताहै 

3 508667343808258048 আমরা90 degree 

rocker 

thek।পেজটারমাধ্যমমবাাংলারকসিনাসরওতুমলধ্রার

পেষ্টাকমরসিশুরুমেমকই।িামেবাইমরর... 

Neutral, আমরা90 degree rocker 

thek।পেজটারমাধ্যমমবাাংলারকসিনাসরও

তুমলধ্রারমেষ্টাকমরসিশুরুমেমকই।িামেবা

ইমরর... 

 

Recurrent Neural Network 
 

Here in our work we used a simple recurrent neural network. The network consist of an input  and an 
output  with some hidden layer . In time  the inputs, output and the hidden layer to the network are 

represented as respectively. Each input are in vector format. The input vector are formed 
by adding up the current word vector with the previous word vector. The input layer, hidden layer and the 
output layer are computed as follows, 

( ) ( ) ( 1)a t w t h t      (1) 
 
 

 
( ) ( ( ) )j i ji

i

h t f a t u     (2) 
 

 
 

 

( ) ( ( ) )k j kj

j

b t g h t v 
   (3) 

 
 
Where  is a sigmoid activation function 

 1
( )

1 r
f r

e



    (4) 

 

 
 

 ( )
r

m
m r

k

k

e
g r

e



    (5) 

 
 
 

In succeeding time steps, is the copy of . For processing a large amount of data, initialization 
play an important role. Here the hidden layer is initialized as 0.1. Size of vocabulary is represented as  
where it is equal to the input size of the network. The [Fig. 2] explains the RNN network in detail. The 

recurrent neural network work in sequence to obtain the output. The unfurl of the recurrent neural network 
looks like a regular neural network in which the process work recurrently using the weight  obtained from 
the previous step. For a sentence with 6 words the network repetitively works for six times [25].  
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Fig. 2: Explanation of RNN network in an elaborated manner 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 

The experiment is conducted on Windows-64 bit machine with 8GB RAM and i5 core processor. The SAIL 

(Sentiment Analysis in Indian Languages) 2015 contest is conducted as Shared task with MIKE (Mining 

Intelligence and Knowledge Exploration) which held at IIT Hyderabad. In the contest, twitter data of three 

different languages are given which is provided in the [Table 1]. The tweets are to be classified into 

positive, negative and neutral. The input data contains tweet id and the corresponding tweets. As 

preprocessing, the tweet ids are removed, the label and the corresponding tweets are given as input to the 

system. The preprocessed data is given as input to the RNN system. All the three languages are 

preprocessed and are given to the system. The system undergoes several iterations. The accuracy of the 

system is obtained using F-score measure. F-score can be calculated using precision and recall. Precision 

is the ratio of true positive to all predicted positive and recall is the ratio of true positive to all actual 

positive. The accuracy of the system which are obtained using RNN is given in the below [Table 3].[Table 4] 

shows the accuracy of the system submitted to the SAIL contest with the state of art accuracy of SAIL 

2015 contest with the accuracy obtained using RNN system. The system submitted to the SAIL contest is 

Naïve Bayes system. Extra feature are added along with the sentiwordnet for the system submitted to the 

SAIL. The accuracy of the system is dissipated in the second column of the [Table 4].From the table it is 

clear that RNN system performs well when compare with the system submitted to SAIL contest (Naïve 

Bayes system) and also with the state of art accuracy of the SAIL system. The accuracy of the system is 

improved for all the three languages and it shows a better improvement for Tamil language. [Fig. 3] 

represents the bar chart obtained by plotting the accuracy of the system acquired using Naïve Bayes 

algorithm with the state of art accuracy of the SAIL contest versus the accuracy attained using Recurrent 

Neural Network. From the figure-2 it is clear that the RNN system outperforms well when compared with 

the Naïve Bayes algorithm and we obtained a state of art accuracy for the SAIL 2015 dataset. 

 
Table 3: Accuracy and F-Score measure of the RNN system obtained for all the three languages 

 
S.No Language F-Score Measure Accuracy 

1 Tamil 0.802 88.23 

2 Hindi 0.714 72.01 

3 Bengali 0.644 65.16 

 
 

Table 4: Accuracy of the system obtained using Naïve Bayes which is submitted to the SAIL 2015 contest and 

the state of art accuracy of SAIL 2015 and the accuracy obtained using Recurrent Neural Network 
 

Languages Accuracy of SAIL 
2015(Naïve Bayes 

System) (%) 

State of art accuracy of 
SAIL 2015(%) 

Accuracy obtained using 
RNN(%) 

Tamil 39.28 39.28 88.23 

Hindi 55.67 55.67 72.01 

Bengali 33.6 43.2 65.16 
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Fig. 3: Bar chart representation of accuracy obtained using SAIL 2015 system and the state of art accuracy of 

SAIL 2015  to the accuracy of the system obtained using RNN 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The proposed system used to classify the tweets into positive, negative and neutral based on the content 

available. The system uses RNN for classifying the tweets. The accuracy of this system is higher than any 

other system which is submitted to the contest. An accuracy of 88.23%, 72.01% and 65.16% is obtained 

for Tamil, Hindi and Bengali languages respectively which is a state of art accuracy for the SAIL 2015 

system. The accuracy can also be improved by using LSTM instead of RNN. The RNN has long term 

dependency problem but in LSTM the long term dependency problem can be overcome which leads to 

better accuracy. As future work, the data can be cleaned and Sentiwordnet can be added as extra feature 

which will leads to a better accuracy. The unsupervised data can also be added as future work.   
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